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Laker Baseball
falls in national
semi-finals
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A false hope
College students naive
about debt, job wages
BY RYAN JARVI
GVL NEWS EDITOR

GVL | ARCHIVE
Immortalized: The legend of former Laker quarterback Cullen Finnerty, who led the university to three national championships and was
found dead late May, is being preserved at Grand Valley State University as former players and program supporters share memories.

‘Once a Laker, always a Laker’
GV remembers
legacy of former
quarterback
BY RYAN JARVI
GVL NEWS EDITOR

The body of former Grand
Valley State University cham
pionship quarterback Cullen
Finnerty was found Tuesday
night after he was reported miss
ing for two days.
There were no signs of injuries
or foul play, Lake County Sheriff
Robert Hilts said. An initial au
topsy did not determine the cause

of death, but additional tests,
including examining Finnertys
brain, will be conducted.
“All our thoughts and prayers
go out to Cullens family,” said
GVSU President Thomas J. Haas.
“I’ll always remember the victory
embrace we shared on the field
after the national championship
game in Alabama his senior year.
You can tell by the outpouring of
support, and now grief, just how
much this young man means to
the Grand Valley community.”
Finnerty, 30, was fishing
alone Sunday night near Bald
win, Mich. Family members had
dropped him off near Bray Creek

State Forest Campground, close
to where Finnertys family owns
a cabin. He was found Tuesday
night in the woods wearing a
camouflaged jacket and fishing
waders less than a mile from
where he disappeared.
Hilts told The Associated
Press that Finnertys family
members were worried he “might
be having some kind of a mental
episode,” which may have caused
him to flee into the woods.
“(Finnerty) talked to his
wife on the phone and told her
he had concerns about people
following him and he was get
ting off the river,” Lake County

Undersheriff Dennis Robinson
told the Ludington Daily News.
Finnerty led GVSU to mul
tiple NCAA Division II champi
onships in 2003, 2005 and 2006
and became one of the most
successful quarterbacks in col
lege history. He was married
and left behind two children.
A Grand' Effort
Matt Mitchell, head coach of
the Laker football team, orga
nized a search-crew, which in
cluded current and former team
members and staff of the football

How much money will you
make after you graduate from col
lege? Will it be enough to pay off
that student loan and the money
you borrowed from your parents?
The consulting firm Accenture
asked similar questions in on on
line survey to students who grad
uated in 2011 and 2012 and those
expected to graduate in 2013.
One key finding of the study is
that only 15 percent of 2013 col
lege graduates expected to earn
less than $25,000 per year, while
32 percent of 2011 and 2012 grad
uates reported that their current
salary was at $25,000 or less.
Careers aren’t like they used to
be when individuals would find
a job and stay there for 30 or 40
years, said Ginger Lange, associ
ate director at Grand Valley State
University’s Career Services.
“Whenever there is a tight job
market, realistically people need
to understand that you start where
you start,” Lange said. “It’s not un
common for people to start at a
place they didn’t really want to.”
According to the 2010-2011 Post
graduate Employment Report con
ducted by Career Services at GVSU,
77.4 percent of graduated Lakers were
employed, with 13.9 percent of those
also attending graduate school.
Of those employed, 86.1 percent
claimed their college degree con
tributed to gaining employment.
According to Accenture’s survey
of 2011-2012 graduates, 84 percent
were employed either part-time or
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G3 camp brings grandparents,
grandkids to bond on campus
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

Grand Valley State Univer
sity is hosting its second an
nual G3 Camp: Grandparents,
Grandkids, Grand Valley from
June 25 to June 27.
The camp brings children ages
eight to 12 to Allendale for a threeday college experience—and a little
bonding time—with their grand
parents. Participants live and eat on
campus, attend classes and enjoy
some of the extracurricular resourc
es that GVSU has to offer, including
swimming and rock climbing.
This year will bring to campus
73 grandparents and grandkids—
a figure that camp director Mar
go Dill considers a success even
though participation is down 25
percent from 2012. “It’s a large
camp actually,” she said. “(It’s a)
big enough group that it won’t feel
like it’s that much less.”
Dill said the .program sees a

mix of staff, faculty and commu
nity members who bring their
grandchildren, with about 20 per
cent of this year’s participants re
turning to the camp with the same
or different grandchildren.
Mathematics professor Mar
ge Friar will be attending camp
with her granddaughter for a
second year to enjoy the “oneon-one time” afforded by learn
ing with her grandchild.
Friar said the best part of her
camp experience was “the fact
that my (then) 10-year-old grand
daughter liked the camp, got to
experience a taste of living on a
university campus, and wants to
return for this year’s camp.”
Dill said she is excited by the sup
port that the faculty members have
shown the initiative either by pre
senting at or attending the sessions.
“We’re seeing it as a wonder
ful complement to what’s hap
pening in the community,” she

said, adding that it exposes peo
ple to what GVSU has to offer.
Although many at GVSU have
contributed to the camp, Dill said
some of the biggest supporters
have been the Annis Water Re
source Institute and the people
from some of the hard sciences.
The AWRI will bring a group
of campers to Muskegon to go
out on the lake in a university
boat, which is one of the most
popular sessions of the year.
“It’s hard to say which is the
most popular because it’s geared
to what the students are interested
in,” Dill said. However, there has
been a lot of interest in going to
the lakeshore as well as touring
GVSU’s satellite campuses.
Other camp sessions include
a tour of WGVU’s radio station,
a trip to the farmer’s market and
hoophouse, and an astronomy
lesson outside at night.
Some of Friar’s fondest camp

Margo Dill | Courtesy

Lessons learned: Participants do science projects at the 2012 camp.

memories are from the astronomy
and hoophouse sessons.
“(My granddaughter) loved
going to the farmer’s market,
picking out specialty bread and
homemade jam and taking it to
the 11 p.m. star-gazing event
where she made us a snack as we
got to view Saturn,” she said.
Friar advised other grandpar
ents to “take advantage of this

wonderful opportunity to grow
closer to your grandchildren
while your learn together and ex
perience campus life together.”
Registration for the 2013
camp is now closed, but those
interested
in
participating
can look for 2014 registra
tion during the school year.
editorial(S)lanthorn.com

New housing provides students options
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

With a new housing complex
rising at Campus West and another
outside contract in the works near
Grand Valley State University’s Pew
Campus, local students are given
more opportunities to choose af
fordable, convenient housing.
Nicole Payne, office manager at
Campus West, said the new com
plex will open in August and offers
12 units with two beds each for a
total occupancy of 24 residents.

Payne said the building will
meet immediate needs, as Cam
pus West will be at 99 percent
occupancy for the fall with the
new complex in use.
Even more student housing
may be offered in the future, as
Allendale Township Supervisor
Jerry Alkema confirmed that the
May election allocated 65 acres of
land at the end of West Campus
Drive for high-density housing.
Alkema said the planning com
mission has not yet received build

ing applications for this long-dis
puted piece of land, which passed
for housing use in the ballots with
a 70 percent approval rate.
He also said 48 West had ap
plied to add new units, but he
could not confirm when that
project will come to fruition.
In spite of the off-campus
projects geared to entice student
residents, GVSU Housing Direc
tor Andy Beachnau said the uni
versity will not need or plan to
increase its competition.

Issue

“I think Grand Rapids is do
ing the right thing,” Beachnau said
about providing students afford
able living options. He said GVSU
does not view the new complexes as
competitors taking away residents,
and thus won’t take swift action to
retain high occupancy levels.
In fact, Beachnau said the
competition is so low that GVSU
Housing often refers students to
off-campus apartments.
“It’s not very competitive be
cause there are so many options,

so what we try to do is comple
ment the Pew Campus,” he said.
“Ours is more of a proximity
model (than competitive).”
He added that because GVSU’s
housing has been around so long, it
won’t see rapid change in occupan
cy. “It’ll be driven by two questions:
where are my classes and who’s go
ing to live with me?” he said.
At this point, a consistent num
ber of students have answered with
SEE HOUSING. A2
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“on-campus
hous
ing,” which has been in in
creasingly high demand

Supply and demand
The 2012-2013 school
year saw such a large swell in
the freshmen population that
on-campus housing was filled
to capacity. Many freshmen
found themselves mixed in
with the upperclassmen at the
Ravines or Laker Village—a
trend that is likely to reoccur.
“We are running a little
ahead of last year,” Beachnau said, although adding
that its still a bit premature
to make accurate projec
tions. “I think we’ll have a
very large class equal to or
maybe larger than last year.”
While this sign of
growth may be a pleasant
indication for the ambi
tious university, it may
also make for an unex
pected college experi
ence for some incoming
students forced out of the
freshmen dorms.
Beachnau said the uni
versity might “allow first-

year students to live in
a variety of upperclass
men options” to alleviate
the tight squeezes. The
freshmen overflow would
be placed with first-year
roommates in Laker Vil
lage or the Ravines.
The Housing staff will also
address housing needs by ask
ing people to take on more
roommates than they'd origi
nally anticipated
“Typically we have a cou
ple different things going on,
but we’ll probably increase
the density of assignments,”
Beachnau said. “We would
have fewer singles and more
roommates assigned to ac
commodate the demand.”
Beachnau said the dorm
lounges have been used as
temporary room assign
ments in the past while the
university worked to settle
arrangements. He anticipates
using them again this year.
He added that one plan
the university is not consid
ering is limiting the number
of upperclassmen allowed to
stay on campus. “We haven’t
gotten to that point yet. We
basically say if you apply
by May 1, we’ll supply you
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a bed on campus,” he said,
adding that the university
has never had a residency
requirement for freshmen
or upperclassmen.
In spite of the projected
increase in freshmen,, the
Housing director does not
expect living arrangements to
be any tighter than last year.
“We’re running a little
behind on returning stu
dents, so I’m guessing we’ll
be about where we were that
year,” Beachnau said.
Longterm plans to pre
vent housing inconvenienc
es are in the works, though.
“What were looking at is
kind ofthree categories: should
we build new housing, should
we rebuild our current hous
ing and maintain it, or should
we retire and remove some
current housing?” Beachnau
said, adding that the com
plexes in question are the Ra
vines and some Grand Valley
apartments. The replacement
model would require upgrad
ing existing housing to remain
at the current occupancy rate.
For more information
about university housing, visit
gvsu.edu/housing.

CONTINUED FROM A1

BRIEFS
GV FACULTY RECEIVE FULBRIGHT AWARDS
Three Grand Valley State University faculty members re
ceived Fulbright Awards for the 2013-14 academic year. Kurt
Ellenberger, a professor in the Frederik Meijer Honors Col
lege, will be going to Austria to research and teach a course
on jazz theory. Rich Jelier, professor of public, non-profit and
health administration, will be traveling to Moscow to teach
and conduct research on comparative urbanization and gov
ernment strategies for sustainability. Sylivia Mupepi, associ
ate professor of nursing, is heading to Cape Coast in Ghana to
visit the university where she helped create a master's program
in nursing and also to conduct research on cervical cancer.
POLICE CHIEF TO RETIRE
Chief Barbara Bergers of the Grand Valley Police Department
will be retiring later this June.The department is currently in
the process of conducting a formal national search to find a
replacement. Bergers has served as director of Public Safety
Services since 2004, and held the position of assistant direc
tor for five years before that. Prior to coming to Grand Valley
State University, Bergers worked at the Detroit*Police Depart
ment for 22 years. Her last day will be June 28.
GV MAY SEE MORE FUNDING
Grand Valley State University is set to receive state funding
for the 2013 fiscal year totaling just under $58 million. House
Bill 4228, which sets in place the financial backing, has been
passed in both the House and the Senate but still needs Gov.
Rick Snyder's signature. The funding is an increase of about
4.2 percent from last year, the largest increase of Michigan's
public universities and over double the average increase of
around 2 percent.
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full-time, and only 43 per
cent reported that their current
jobs required their degree.
“It’s a question of being
realistic about the market
we’re in,” Lange said. “The
good news is I think that
it’s getting better.”
Finding that first job
after graduation can take
time too. Accenture’s study
shows 64 percent of the
2013 graduates expecting
to find a job within one
to six months after com
mencement, but only 42
percent of 2011-2012 grad
uates found employment
within that time frame.
Lange said she has heard
for every $10,000 in salary,
expect four to six weeks
spent job-searching. That
means that for a $40,000
salary, expect a six-month
job hunt, she said.
“Our recommendation is
that career development is an
ongoing process that starts
when you’re a freshman,”
she said, noting that there
are specific steps that can be
taken to build a resume and
develop good networks. “A
lot of that work can be done

on an individual basis at the
Career Center.”
GVSU offers a number
of ways to help students
with developing a strong
career path. In addition to
organizing job fairs, help
with resumes, interview
ing skills, and finding jobs
and internships, Career
Services also provide selfassessment and career in
vestigation programs.
These programs involve
a series of inventories that
help people hone-in on their
interests, values and person
ality traits that might play
into making a good career
decision, Lange said.
“I would say to some
body who really wants to
prepare themselves, the
services are there,” she said.

Borrowed money
For many people higher
education also comes with
student loans. According to
GVSU’s Accountability Re
port, the university’s student
loan default rate for the 2010
fiscal year was 2.7 percent.
Michelle Rhodes, director
of Financial Aid at GVSU,
said that means 2.7 percent
of people who borrowed
loans and were supposed to

a

It's a question of
being realistic
about the market
we're in.
H
GINGER LANGE
CAREER CENTER ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR

begin paying it back didn’t
make payments. Michigan’s
state average for the same
year was 4.6 percent.
According to Accenture’s
study, about 30 percent
of 2013 graduates and 34
percent of 2011 and 2012
graduates have $30,000 or
less in student loans.
'Ae average loan amount
was just under $25,000 for
students who started at
GVSU and received a bach
elor’s degree between July 1,
2011 and June 30, 2012.
However, that average
only considers those stu
dents with loans.
“At Grand Valley there’s
quite a large percent of the
population that graduate

with no debt,” Rhodes said.
When looking at the
average amount for all
graduates
within
that
same time frame, includ
ing those who did not bor
row, it drops to $18,000.
Rhodes said GVSU’s
numbers are typically less
than that reported in the
study, but students still
'need to know how to han
dle their finances.
“One of the things that
we find in financial aid is
students don’t always know
how much money they’ve
taken qut, or how to budget
their repayment,” she said.
To help students deal
with their money, GVSU
has a program called Money
Smart Lakers, which tries to
help students make smart
choices about their finances,
Rhodes said.
To view Accenffire’s stucly,
visit www.accehture.com/
us-en/Pages/insight-2013accenture-college-graduateemployment-survey.aspx
For more information on
Financial Aid, visit www.
gvsu.edu/financialaid.
For more information on
Career Services, visit www.
gvsu.edu/careers.
news@lanthorn.com

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most accurate
news possible. If we make a mistake, we want to make it right.
If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthorn, let us know by
calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editorial(g)lanthorn.com.
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Business class creates programs to help community
BY RYAN JARVI
GVL NEWS EDITOR

Students
from
the
Seidman College of Business
at Grand Valley State Uni
versity have used teamwork
to create programs that will
benefit the university com
munity and others in the
Grand Rapids area.
“This semester each team
in the class has to make an
event to benefit the communi
ty? said Christopher Timmer
man, a senior double major
ing in finance and accounting
who acted as the public rela
tions person for the MGT 345
Team Building class.
Professor Monica Allen
of the management depart
ment at GVSU said she has
been assigning this project
every semester that she has
taught the class.
“Basically we have a
project where something
has to be done in the com
munity throughout the se
mester,” Allen said.
The projects had to be
something that impacts a cer
tain community, big enough
for the group to handle, fin
ished within the semester
and relevant to the course.
Allen said she made sug
gestions of things that have
been done in the past and gave
examples of what students
could do, but the class gener
ally has freedom to choose.
Some groups worked to
collect food, laundry items,
paper products and toilet
ries, or money to buy those
essential items.
“Its all going to be do
nated to the Grand Valley
Student Food Pantry that’s
being managed by the Wom
en’s Center, to be available
for Grand Valley students
for free,” Allen said.
Many teams also worked
with off-campus organiza
tions to raise and collect do
nations for their projects.
“My team’s goal is specifi
cally to raise peanut butter
and jelly for the food pantry,
o *. fr f' r*r* •♦rewlt ♦»»*
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BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

Grand Valley State Uni
versity will play host to the
Media Ecology Association’s
14th annual international
convention June 20-23.
Sponsored by the School
of Communications, the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and the Provost’s
Office, the conference is
meant to stimulate academ
ic conversation and raise
awareness about the effects
of media on human life.
“In some ways, it’s more a
study of the evolution of hu
man consciousness and the

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Practical lessons: Management professor Monica Allen addresses her MGT 345 Team Building class, which has divided into teams to conquer various

projects aimed to help the community. Students are fundraising, collecting food and doing service for the people of Grand Rapids.

and through that we’re actu
ally collecting money,” said
Ryan Cronk, a member of
Team Balto.
Team Balto worked with
the Grand Raggidy Roller
Girls, a female roller derby
league in Grand Rapids,
which allowed the team
to have a table at one of its
events. The Goldfish Swim
School also allowed Team
Balto to arrange a family
swim night with proceeds
going to the project.
Team Pizza Kings is
working to raise money for
the food pantry to buy what
ever items it needs.
The team organized a
“change war” with Living
Stones Academy, a faithbased school in the Grand
Rapids area. The “change
Hlin « » a ««

all going to be donating a
portion of the profits from
people who come in with a
flyer,” Vargo said.
Team Fiesta has been
handing out the flyers
around campus and at
churches, as well as pro
moting it on Facebook.
In addition, the team has
been collecting nonper
ishable foods, and had
planned to hold a food
drive in Allendale.
Senior marketing major
Andrew Zack said his team,
Asparagus Collective, was
recently at the Fulton Street
Farmer’s Market with a cof
fee stand to raise donations.
“Aside from that, we are
getting, hopefully, donations
from Nestle of water bottles,”
Zack said. “Then also going

to local dentists’ offices and
getting toothbrushes and
toothpaste and stuff?
Another team contacted
local businesses to get fund
ing for a trip to see the West
Michigan Whitecaps.
“We are working in di
rect connection with the
Boys and Girls Club of
America,” said Josh Fran
cis, a senior marketing and
management major. “We
found corporate sponsors
in order to sponsor a night
at Fifth Third ballpark for
17 underprivileged youths
coming from the intercity
area of Grand Rapids.”
Team Avenger was working
to provide meals for families of
children facing severe illness
es at the Ronald McDonald
House of Grand Rapids.

“We can sit down and talk
with families,” Tripplehorn
said of the event, which would
give him a chance to share his
own experiences of surviv
ing cancer. “I have a personal
connection, a personal under
standing of how everything is
going on with that.”
Allen said she believes
students learn better by do
ing rather than sitting and
listening to lectures, which
is part of the reason she as
signs the project.
“The whole goal is to help
the students be able to learn
how to work together as a
team and to accomplish a
goal,” she said. “To find their
own resources, use their own
creativity, to really kind of
make something happen.”
news@lanthorn.com
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possi
bilities
of hu
man re
lations,”
said
c o m munications
pro-

war” asked students from
each class to bring in change
to be collected and donated
to the food pantry.
Matthew Brandon, a se
nior marketing major, said
his team No Laker Goes
Hungry was doing a lem
onade stand to raise mon
ey. The team members also
went out separately to find
donations from a few dif
ferent corporations. They
also set up drop boxes
throughout campus to col
lect donations.
Michelle Vargo, a senior
management and general busi
ness major, said Team Fiesta
was working with a few differ
ent restaurants in the area.
“Fridays
downtown,
Peppino’s in Allendale and
Uccello’s in Standale are

ANTON

fessor
and convention co-planner
Corey Anton. He said the
convention will look at the
contributions of clocks, cell
phones and all types of tech
nology that “have shaped
how humanity has become
what it is today.”

miliin »»»«>

The convention will fea
ture panels, papers and vari
ous projects that highlight
current research and aca
demic thought in the field of
media ecology. With an “un
plugged” theme, it broadens
the concept of media to in
clude literacy, transporta
tion, robots, neuroscience
and more.
“Its more than study
ing the media,” Aiiton said.
“Were really interested in
environments as media and
media as environments.”
He added that while the
convention contributes to
a wide spectrum of specific

academic fields, it also il
luminates the general con
cept of human life.
“Its important because
there are few areas of study
that give us a better under
standing of what it means to
be human—what are the pos
sibilities, obstacles and oppor
tunities—than to understand
the various technologies and
the environments that affect
us,” Anton said.
The professor said it has
taken GVSU years to finally
win the competitive bid to
host the convention. The
university submitted a pro
posal to host many years

ago, but Anton said the
president of the organiza
tion did not think the Al
lendale Campus was a good
fit for the conference. The
downtown campus ended
up making the sale.
“I regularly attend many
conferences and conven
tions annually, and there’re
a lot of great groups out
there, but of all the groups
I would say this is my fa
vorite group,” Anton said,
adding that it’s the “most
stimulating, most engag
ing and least pretentious”
in that it’s not exclusive to
high-level academics.

Students are invited to
attend all sessions except
the brunch for free.
“They’ll find the most
amazing array of topics,”
Anton said, adding that
many scholars tie the topic
of media into religion, sexu
ality, education and politics.
The event will take
place from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the Amway Hotel in
Grand Rapids.
To register or receive
information on the Media
Ecology Association, visit
www.media-ecology.org.
editorial@lanthorn.com

GV to host national health care speaker
University center invites GV alumna to talk effects of Affordable Care Act on philanthropies, health care providers
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s Dorothy A. John
son Center for Philanthropy
will host a national speaker
June 25 to discuss the im
pact of the Affordable Care
Act on philanthropies and
community-based
health
care providers.
Dinah Dittman, a GVSU
alumna and the national
director of community en
gagement and philanthro
py in community benefit
at Kaiser Permanente, will
address local community
members at “Health Care
Insurance Reform 101.”
“I hope to give insight
regarding how the work
that they support with their
funding and volunteer time
can help grantees and the
people and communities
they serve," Dittman said.
“(An) organized philan
thropy will do well to con
sider the implications of
health insurance reform on
current program funding,
as well as on efforts to dis

cover emerging models of
care and support for at-risk
and traditionally marginal
ized communities to under
stand their options regard
ing health care access and
quality, as the changes in the
health insurance industry—
as a result of the ACA—take
full effect next year”
Dittman is considered an
expert in her field, as her or
ganization provides health
care to more than 9 million
people across the country.
Robert Shalett from the
Johnson Center said GVSU
chose to host the event on
the ACA because it’s a “hot
topic” and will be in full
force in January.
“That’s really why this is
so important, because there’s
changes going on,” Shalett
said, adding that the speech
is a neutral one void of criti
cism for either side of the
controversy. “It’s not that
Grand Valley or the Johnson
Center is talcing one side or
other of the issue.”
Shalett added that the top
ic is an important one because

it affects everyone at some
level—including members of
the GVSU community.
Dave Smith from GVSU s
Human Resources said the
university has already im
plemented various elements
of the ACA for its benefit
eligible employees—about
2,400 faculty and staff mem
bers. “A lot of folks think the
act is just coming into play
for 2014, but we actually
have been dealing with it
since 2010,” Smith said, add
ing that GVSU consistently
upgraded its plans to com
ply with federal rules.
One of the measures al
ready effected is extension of
dependent eligibility to age
26, which Smith said affects
not only employees, but stu
dents, as well.
Students are now al
lowed to remain under their
parents’ coverage longer,
which ultimately cuts per
sonal spending. “That was
a huge expansion of cover
age,” Smith said.
While students might fi
nancially benefit from the

prolonged coverage, certain
aspects of the ACA have
called for increased expens
es for GVSU.
“It’s increased our costs
because we’ve expanded
coverages and followed the
new rules,” Smith said, not
ing a cost increase of 3 to 5
percent from 2010 to 2013.
“That has had an impact on

our costs for sure but I’m
not saying that’s necessar
ily a bad thing... I think the
act certainly has some very
positive aspects of it and
it will remain to be seen
as things play out over the
next couple years as to its
overall effects.”
“Health Care Insurance
Reform 101” will take place

from 9 a.m. to noon at GVSU’s Bicycle Factory near the
downtown campus.
There is no cost to at
tend, and those interested
can continue to register
until June 24 by contacting
Sherry Collver at 616-3317585 or collvers@gvsu.edu.
editorial@lanthorn.com
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Marla, Congratulations!
We wish you a life filled with
much health, wealth, happi
ness and success! We are beyond
proud, and can’t wait to see what
the future holds!
All our love forever!
Mom, Dad, & Larry
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This is why we can’t watch nice things...

BY NATE SMITH

t
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I can’t have anything! I’m
^starting to become afraid
f'that the things I like are go
ring to be popular, because I
know the creators will think
popularity warrants sequels,
prequels or spin offs. This is
an epidemic that has begun
to spread outside of Holly
wood and threatens to wipe
out any semblance of origi

nality when it comes to new
properties and franchises.
There are some redeeming
qualities to the recent rash
of rehash fever, but all in all,
the next few years are go
ing to prove to be boring if
things don’t change soon.
Below is a list of possible
reasons why Hollywood
can’t seem to come up with
original ideas.
Laziness
The sequel epidemic is
the result of focus group
decision-making. The focus
is then shifted from making
the best movie possible, to
making the best movie for
a certain demographic. In

stead of making a film, story
or show that’s unique and
pushes boundaries, film
makers are finding it easier
to play it safe and rake in
the cash. It has become way
more profitable to cash in
on an idea that already ex
ists instead of actually...you
know...trying. Bottom line
is: this is going to continue
until these movies stop do
ing so well in box offices.
“If it ain’t broke...”
I feel that the biggest fac
tor that is causing all of this
is the fact that rehashing
things people like is some
thing that has worked thus
far. I feel that the fact that The

Great Gatsby, The Hangover
3 and Star Trek: Into Dark
ness are in theaters at pretty
much the same time illus
trates this fact. People don’t
want to be surprised in the
theater anymore. It’s much
easier to justify shelling out
the rising cost of movie tick
ets when you know what
you’re getting. While I’m not
saying this is the best school
of thought when it comes
to deciding what films get
made, it’s worked for many
films so far and I don’t see
the trend changing drasti
cally any time soon.
Riding the hype train
Yet another reason why

we can’t seem to escape the
endless stream of sequels
would have to be all of the
attention they get if the pre
vious movie or source mate
rial was good. It’s a lot easier
to justify an adaptation of
a book if the book has a lot
of notoriety to begin with.
It’s at this point where we
should start to wonder if an
adaptation is absolutely nec
essary. It’s here where I be
gin to have a problem with
the process by which these
films are chosen. I feel that
just because you can adapt a
property, make a sequel/pre
quel/reboot, doesn’t mean
you necessarily should. If
it’s not done from an artistic

or creative standpoint (Pro
metheus, Game of Thrones,
The Walking Dead), then it
just seems like a cash grab.
It goes from “Let’s explore
this universe we created a
bit further” to “Yeah, people
would definitely pay money
to see more of this.”
The only redeeming
quality to these remakes and
adaptations is that some
times they’re actually done
really well. For every X-Men
there’s a Harry Potter, and I
feel like that’s all we can ask
for. Well... personally I want
to ask that the next X-Men
movie doesn’t happen but...
can’t win 'em all!
nsmith@lanthorn.com
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WITH ON-CAMPUS HOUSING REACHING
CAPACITY, WHAT SHOULD GVSU DO TO
ACCOMMODATE A RISING DEMAND FOR
ON-CAMPUS LIVING?

CLEANING HOUSE

“I think that there will eventually
be a need to build new dormi
tories. They can also encourage
other agencies to build closer
to campus.”
KRISTY MOORE
Senior
Biology
Bakersfield, Calif.

"GVSU should only let freshmen
live on campus.”

KRISTY TAHTINEN
Alumna
Public and Nonprofit Administration
Sterling Heights, Mich.

“More apartment complexes
should be put up near campus
so more students are closer to
campus with easy access to get
ting there.”
EMILY BULTMAN
Junior
Exercise Science
Zeeland. Mich.

GVSU looks for ways to meet rising demands for on-campus housing
or the second year in a row,
Grand Valley State University
is facing an issue of on-campus
housing overcrowding, which has
resulted—and will possibly again
result—in sending freshmen off cam
pus into the intimidating upperclass
men communities of Laker Village and
the Ravines.
GVSU Housing Director Andy
Beachnau said other first-years will
squeeze in additional roommates in
an attempt to accommodate everyone,
and some will be forced to temporarily
stay in lounges while the situation is
addressed.
The problem isn’t that GVSU has
too many freshmen and too few beds.
The 2012-2013 school year had 4,005
first-years and room for 5,820 residents
on campus.
The problem is that GVSU wel
comes back too many upperclassmen
to snatch up university beds before
allocating the remainder to the fresh
men.
GVSU Institutional Analysis
data shows that 3,335—about 84.1
percent—of first-time college students

F

lived on campus in fall 2012. Those
freshmen only occupied 57.3 percent
of beds, meaning that more could
have been accommodated if returning
students hadn’t gotten first pick.
As of now, upperclassmen are
offered official GVSU housing in the
on-campus apartments, living-learning
communities like Niemeyer or Calder,
off-campus apartments, gender-neutral
housing, and family housing.
While the off-campus options
are rightfully supplied to returning
students, the on-campus units might
easily be used to alleviate the strain of
packed freshmen dorms and prevent
freshmen from having to stray off
campus.
So surrender the on-campus apart
ments and living communities, and
save the off-campus stuff for the up
perclassmen not yet ready to sacrifice
the convenient location and comforts
of university housing.
The move would certainly not be
unprecedented.
Many colleges, including the Uni
versity of Michigan, give preference to
incoming freshmen before promising

on-campus housing to the upperclass
men.
During the 2012-2013 school
year, the University of Michigan was
reported to have had a similar housing
shortage where demand far outreached
supply. A reporter with AnnArbor.
com wrote that the university ensured
housing to all incoming freshmen be
fore offering the leftover beds to rising
sophomores. Interested rising juniors
claimed some of the remaining rooms,
and rising seniors scraped the bottom
of the barrel for whatever was left.
Sure, this system might not have
pleased many upperclassmen, but
they’d had their chance to embrace
campus life, and the freshmen probably
need the experience more. It’s time for
them to move on.
And it’s time for you to move on,
Grand Valley. Welcome new faces and
set the old ones free.
Don’t waste time drawing plans for
renovations, new buildings or retire
ment of current units.
Just reserve room for those who ab
solutely need it, and fill in the rest later.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I ELLIOT CHALTRY
“I feel as though they should
expand their territory to accom
modate the rising number of
students attempting to live on
campus. Doing so would defi
nitely help bring more money to
Grand Valley.”
JAMAL MACK
Senior
Exercise Science
Detroit. Mich
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”1 believe that GVSU Housing
should increase its number of
dorms and apartments to fit the
increasing demand. I believe that
giving the students more options
will encourage students to stay
on campus and have that full col
lege experience."
KEVIN ALBRECHT
Junior
Political Science
Jenison. Mich

GVL OPINION POLICY
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The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthoms opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
{ Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthom will
not publish or entertain any
forms of hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
j university, its Board of Thistees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for letters

to the editor only, all other readergenerated content can be submitted
to the Grand Valley Lanthoms
YourSpace page by emailing
community@ilanthom.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author's full name and
relevant title along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming
the identity of the author. Letters
should be approximately 500-650
words in length, and are not edited by
the staffof the Grand VaOey Lanthom
outside of technical errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email
at editorial^lanthorn, com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, HI 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
We’ll listen.
editorial(a)lanthorn.com

‘Tis the season for The Fulton
Street Farmers Market
If you’re anything like
me, summertime means a
few very important things:
no class, no homework,
and farmers markets; three
things I’ve been waiting all
winter for! And what better
place to enjoy not getting
up at 7:30 a.m. to go to stats
than Grand Rapids, proud
home of not one, but two
really wonderful markets!
The Fulton Street Farm
ers Market has been around
since 1926. Located at 1147
Fulton St E, Grand Rapid’s
first market sells everything
from beans to baguettes.
The new Downtown Mar
ket, at 435 Ionia SW, makes
buying fresh, local, deli
cious food even easier Both
are home to street perform
ers, flower vendors, and
fresh, local veggies as far as
the eye can see.
As the oldest outdoor

market in Grand Rapids,
the Fulton Street Farmers
Market has survived a lot.
Built on the outskirts of
town, the patch of land was
home to small-scale farmers
that were no longer encour
aged to hawk their produce
in the street.
In the 80s, the market
all but died. The Lunchable
Revolution had landed, and
busy parents didn’t have
time to prepare food the
way they had in the past.
Thank goodness times
have changed. ‘Eat Local!’
has been a rallying cry for
many in Grand Rapids,
and the boom in market
attendance has reflected
the increased interest. The
market vendors and pa
trons now pack into the
covered walkway Saturday
mornings, cheerfully side
stepping one another, while

debating whether to get two
tomatoes or three.
But what’s the big deal?
Aside from all the history,
why is local food something
to get excited about? I’m
glad you asked.
There is a unique sense
of community at the farm
ers market. Many of the
vendors have been there for
years, and their livelihood
has been the selling of pro
duce. When you buy your
cucumbers from the same
people, at the same time,
every week, you’re a friend,
not just a customer.
When I’m at the mar
ket, I ask questions about
the food I want to buy. Is it
organic? How should I pre
pare it? What pairs well? I
personally appreciate the
amount of autonomy fresh
food gives my fellow shop
pers and me—I’d rather

have a conversation than
read a label any day.
Case in point: today,
when I was perusing the
stalls (and wishing I had
more than a dollar in my
wallet), I met a nice gen
tleman who offered me a
bread sample. But not just
any bread. This bread was
gluten-sugar-soy-dairy
free, and was just baked this
morning. Which shows a lot
of dedication in my book,
because it wasn’t even 9 a m.
at the time. That sample,
and the conversation that
followed, set the tone for
the rest of the visit. It was
obvious that he cared.
So do I still shop at a
grocery store during the
summer? Sure, once in
awhile. But if you have the
opportunity, come find me
at the market. I’ll show you
the ropes.
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MICHIGAN MAINTAINS DRUNK DRIVING STANDARDS
Gov. Rick Snyder approves legislation to uphold the current BAC standard levels at 0.8 for Michigan drivers until 2018
BY RYAN JARVI
GVL NEWS EDITOR

Last month, Gov. Rick
Snyder signed bills that will
maintain the states drunk
driving standards and sen
tencing guidelines.
“These are important bills
that will help maintain the
health and safety of drivers,
passengers and pedestrians
in our state,” Snyder said in
a press release. “They send a
clear message that Michigan is
serious about stopping drink
ing and driving and support
ing the ongoing efforts of law
enforcement and the courts to
protect public safety’’
The law will maintain cur
rent standard levels of blood
alcohol content (BAC) at .08
for those legally allowed to
drink, until October 2018.
The BAC was scheduled to
go up in October to .10 if
legislators would have al
lowed the old law to expire.
The law will also maintain
a limit of .04 BAC for drivers
of commercial vehicles and
a “zero-tolerance” policy of
.02 BAC for drivers under
21 years old.
In addition to saving
lives, Snyder said the law
is in compliance with fed
eral standards and makes
Michigan eligible for fed
eral transportation funding.
Authorities in the federal
government have been re
ported to want an even low

er threshold for BAC at .05,
which has seen some suc
cess at lowering accidents in
other countries.
As data is still being col
lected, preliminary numbers
for 2012 show that Grand
Valley State University had
28 individuals arrested for
operating while intoxicated,
which includes operating
both under the influence of
alcohol and narcotics.
In 2011, there were 11 ar
rests, which was down from
26 in 2010. The Grand Val
ley Police Department made
34 such arrests in 2009.
“The vast majority of
those that are arrested are
.08 or greater,” said Capt.
Brandon DeHaan of the
GVPD. “If you think you’re
intoxicated don’t drive.”
The number of arrests
made can depend on fac
tors like how many officers
are on duty during the eve
nings and whether other
crimes or investigations
are occurring at the time.
Some officers may also
be more focused on specific
activities and might watch
more closely for behaviors
like drunk driving during
certain times, DeHaan said.
“The vast majority of
folks understand that it’s
not a wise choice to operate
while intoxicated,” he said.
A misdemeanor OWI
includes all OWI offenses,

whether the driver was
of the legal drinking age
or still a minor. A third
OWI offense is a felony, as
is any offense that causes
death or serious injury to
another person.
First-time offenders who
are of legal drinking age
with a BAC from .08 to .16
can receive a fine of $500,
93 days in jail, 360 hours
of community service, 180
days of license suspen
sion and six points on their
driving record. Individuals
convicted of drunk driving
are also subject to a $1,000
penalty for two consecutive
years under the Driver Re
sponsibility Act.
The “super” category,
which went into effect in
2010, pertains to drivers with
a BAC of .17 or above and
comes with higher penalties
and fees. Refusing to take a
preliminary breath test may
result in the driver being
charged with a civil infrac
tion and fined up to $150.
Though this may be low
er than other fees resulting
from being charged with
an OWI, Michigan’s Im
plied Consent Law requires
drivers to take a chemical
evidentiary test even if they
refuse to take a PBT.
Drivers under 21 can be
arrested and lodged in jail
if they have a BAC of .02 or
greater. A first offense can

also include a $250 fine, 360
hours of community service,
a restricted license for 30
days and four points added
to the driving record. Tack
on a Driver Responsibility fee
of $500 for two consecutive
years, and it begins to add up.
“You have the costs for
insurance, you have costs
for your livelihood, and you
have costs for your future
livelihood,” DeHaan said.
Certain jobs that include
operating a company ve
hicle will not be available to
someone with an OWI on
their record, DeHaan said.
“They need to think for
the future,” he said.*
news@lanthorn.com
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[BY ELUE PHILLIPS
.■GVL STAFF WRITER

• Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s nursing program
•operates at full capacity and
■continues to produce gradu
ates for a professional field
•in need of more employees.
•With the baby boomers mov
ing out of the workforce and
•into retirement, the demand
•for nurses has increased to
more than 135,000, accord
ing to the American Associa
tion of Colleges of Nursing.
• “The nursing shortage
has been a growing chal
lenge since the beginning
of the 21st century,” said
Cynthia McCurren, profes
sor and dean of the Kirkhof
College of Nursing at GVSU.
[“KCON has more than dou
bled enrollment since 2005.”
I The university is not only
[preparing students to meet
economic demands, but
[its also training them for
higher positions of leader[ship. In 2009, KCON also
[implemented a new D.N.P.
[program that will prepare
[nurses for doctoral-level
work. The M.S.N. program
prepares students for ad
vanced clinical nurse leader
ship roles, care coordinator
•work and jobs as quality im
provement specialists.
I With degrees offered at
the varying levels, KCON
has the largest Bachelor
of Science in nursing pro
gram in West Michigan.
The program is currently
at capacity with around
225 to 250 graduates a year
and about 100 students in
the graduate programs.
“Last fall there were 364
students who were fully ad
mitted to the undergradu
ate nursing programs,” said
Philip Batty, director of In
stitutional Analysis at GVSU.
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Through sickness: Student nurse Ashlee Olsen checks out a patient in the Health Services Building. Admission into the nursing program is highly competitive, even as the

nation and local communities look to remedy a nursing shortage.

“There were another 838 who
had declared their intent to
enter nursing but had not yet
earned admission.”
Complications to taking
on more students include
competition
for clinical
placement sites and adequate
numbers of qualified faculty.
KCON currently has over 30
tenured or tenure-track fac
ulty with Ph.D.s or D.N.P.s
(Doctor of Nursing Practice)
and an additional 16 instruc
tors serving as affiliate faculty

a

The nursing
shortage has
been a growing
challenge...

CYNTHIA MCCURREN
DEAN OF NURSING

with at least a Master of Sci
ence in Nursing degree.
Despite these issues, KCON
will continue to enroll students
at maximum capacity.
“Interest in the GVSU
nursing program is signifi
cant,” McCurren said. “At
the undergraduate level, we
consistently have more ap
plicants than we can enroll.
The upside of this high
level of competition is that the
graduating nursing students
from GVSU complete their

degrees with high GPAs and
success on licensure exams.
“The average GPA for
students completing a
BSN degree in 2011-12
was 3.46,” Batty said.
The GVSU pass rates for
licensure exams are equal
to or exceeding those of
national averages. For un
dergraduate students taking
the exam for the first time,
the passing rate is between
90 and 95 percent. For first
time attempts by graduate

students on advanced exam
inations, GVSU’s pass rate is
92 to 100 percent.
For more information on
the GVSU nursing programs,
visit www.gvsu.edu/kcon.
For more information
on the nursing shortage,
visit the American Associa
tion of Colleges of Nursing
site at www.aacn.nche.edu/
media-relations/fact-sheets/
nursing-shortage.
ephillips@lanthorn.com
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BASEBALL RECORDS

GVSU IN SECOND IN
LATEST DIRECTOR
CUP STANDINGS

second-best finish in school history

In the latest Learfield
Sports Directors' Cup
Standings, Grand Valley
State University sits in
second place with 669.25
points. It trails Grand
Canyon University, which
leads with 681.50 points.
The latest standings
were conducted on
May 23 after the GVSU
women's golf team
finished 13th and the
women's tennis squad
took 17th.The standings
do not reflect the recent
third place finishes by the
Laker baseball and softball
teams.
The final Division II
standings will be released
Thursday, June 6.
GVSU won eight
straight Directors' Cups
from 2004 to 2011,
finishing second last year
to Grand Canyon.

FUNERAL PLANS
FOR FORMER QB
CULLEN FINNERTY
Funeral arrangements
have been made for Cullen
£innerty, who passed
£yvay in late May at the
age of 30.
- On Monday, June 3,
there will be a family only
viewing from 12 p.m. to 1
p.m. From 1 to 8 p.m. will
be open to friends and
family viewing at St. Pat
rick Catholic Church.
The funeral service
will take place on Tuesday,
June 4, at 11 a m. at St.
Mary Magdalen Parish.
A fund has been set up
for Finnerty's wife and two
children.

BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

If the adage “It’s not how
you start, but how you finish”
has a place in sports, then the
2013 Grand Valley State Uni
versity baseball team is a per
fect example.
An inauspicious 6-7 start to
the season left the Lakers scratch
ing their heads. Fast forward to
now, and they just completed the
second-best finish in school his
tory with a third place finish in
the NCAA Division II Baseball
National Finals.
“I’m really proud of the way
our team responded after a 6-7
start in March,” head coach Ja
mie Detillion said. “To be that
close to the national champion
ship game really speaks volumes
on the hard work, dedication and
leadership from our guys. This
group overcame some adversity
and really showed up to play in
big games down the stretch. I’m
happy for our seniors to end their

college playing careers in Cary.”
On Friday, May 31, the No. 14
Lakers (38-19) had their season
end in the semifinals with a 10-1
loss to the No. 1 ranked Univer
sity of Tampa.
The top of the fourth inning
proved to be the difference for
GVSU. With the Lakers already
trailing 1-0, Tampa managed to
load the bases with nobody out.
GVSU would respond by re
cording two force outs at home.
However, just as it looked like
the Lakers would escape the in
ning unscathed, Tampa hit a fly
ball to left field that looked like
it could be a routine out, but the
ball managed to carry over the
fence for a grand slam, giving
them a 5-0 advantage.
Tampa continued the on
slaught in the top of the sixth,
where it managed to get four
hits and added five more runs to
build a comfortable 10-0 lead.
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Taking strides: Chris Rudenga (right) is hugged by teammate Chris Ripple (left) as Rudenga is subbed out in the ninth inning in his last game as a Laker.

Grand Valley State University took third place at the NCAA Division II Baseball National Finals after falling to the University of Tampa 10-1.
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GVSU rowing captures
another national title

GVSU MEN'S
BASKETBALL ADDS
TWO TRANSFERS
Grand Valley State
University head coach Ric
Wesley announced the
addition of two college
transfers, Aaron Hayes
and Chaz Rollins to the
GVSU men's basketball
program.
Hayes is a 6'1" guard
who averaged 16.8 points,
3.2 rebounds, 2.4 assists
and 2.3 steals per game
for Oakland Community
College. He started all 32
games and averaged 25.2
minutes per contest, as
his team went 28-4 on the
season.
Rollins is a 6'6" forward
who comes from Lakeland
Community College where
he recorded 16.1 points
and 10 rebounds per game
last season. He managed
to shoot 60 percent from
the field on the year. Rol
lins scored in double fig
ures in 21 of the 22 games
and tallied 10 or more re
bounds in 12 of the games
last year.

LOCKHART NAMED
ATHLETE OFTHE
YEAR
Senior Grand Valley
State University thrower
Sam Lockhart has been
named the Division II
Women's Outdoor Field
Athlete of the Year.
Lockhart went
undefeated in 12 shot put
and discus events, and she
earned National Athlete
of the Week honors three
separate times during the
outdoor season. She also
earned national titles in
the discus throw and shot
put, and she finished third
in the hammer throw.
Her coach, Blaine
Maag, was named the
Assistant of the Year
after helping Lockhart
throughout her victorious
season.
Lockhart is the first
GVSU athlete to win the
women's field athlete
of the year award in the
outdoor season.This past
indoor season, she was
named the Field Athlete of
the Year, as well.

COURTESY | GVSU Rowing Club

Up the creek: Varsity men took third at nationals.
BY TATE BAKER
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Six years ago when the
ACRA Club National Cham
pionship was created, Grand
Valley State University set out
to become a household name
in rowing. After capturing a
national championship every
single year since its creation,
the GVSU women have put
the Lakers on the map.
“I couldn’t be happier with
how everyone competed this
weekend,” head coach John
Bancheri said. “We have a great
group of seniors that really an
chor not only the team, but the
entire program as well.”
The Womens Varsity 8
rowing team took home gold
at the ACRA National Cham
pionship by finishing with a
time of 6 minutes, 33.4 sec
onds, holding off University of
California Santa Barbara and
Purdue University.
“They really set out to ac
complish their goals they set
this season and didn’t disap
point once,” Bancheri said.
“It’s great for the program and
it makes Grand Valley more
recognizable among other col
leges and universities.”
The Men’s Varsity 8 also
competed well as it knocked
off Michigan State University
to push itself toward a third
place finish with a time of
5:53.9.
“It was a great way to cap
off another great season,” ju
nior Costas Cuingan said “It
was great to beat Michigan
State. Getting bronze over
them in that particular race re
ally got our guys fired up, as it
is always a good feeling to beat
Michigan State.

I
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Softball World Series run cut short

I couldn't be
happier with
how everyone
competed this
weekend.

BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER

JOHN BANCHERI
HEAD ROWING COACH

What may be the most
impressive stat of the week
end came from the Women’s
Novice 8 team, as it once
again took home gold with
a time of 6:48.7—ending the
season undefeated.
“What they were able to
accomplish was really quite
remarkable and shouldn’t
go unnoticed from anyone,”
Bancheri said “Their focus
never shifted throughout the
entire season. Even with ev
erything we had to deal with
this year, they stayed strong
and a lot of that credit goes to
their coach Kelsey Arnold.”
While the GVSU women
cruised to their sixth consecu
tive overall points champion
ship, almost every other Laker
rowing team tallied points
in their respective races. The
Women’s Double, Women’s
Novice 8, Women’s Second
Varsity, Men’s Double, Wom
en’s Pair, Women’s Novice 4,
Men’s Novice 8, Men’s Second
Varsity, and both Men and

pm**with us

SEE ROWING, A3
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COURTESY | Doug Witte

Making progress: The softball team celebrates a strong season after a World Series loss.

.V ,

Grand Valley State Uni
versity softball has come a
long way since it finished
22-24 in 2010. In the 172
games GVSU has played
since, the Lakers have won
132—a .767 three-year win
percentage, packing on a
plethora of conference ti
tles, tournament wins, bro
ken records and individual
accolades along the way.
After traveling over 650
miles to Salem, Va., May
23-26 to participate in
the school’s first Division
II college softball World
Series tournament since
2002, the cross-country
journey four years in the
making sputtered to a
close one game short of the
desired destination.
“We’re a little bit dis
appointed, but you have
to remember how far you
came, how far our team has
come,” said senior Katie
Martin, who at the World
Series banquet became
the first student-athlete in
the history of the award to
twice be named the Daktronics National Player of
the Year. “This is the first
time we’ve made it to the
World Series in a long time.
It’s a great accomplishment,
definitely, and we’re all very
proud and very happy to
have been here and to have
had this opportunity. Just
sad to see the end.”
All good things must
come to an end eventu

_
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ally and this time around,
the Lakers didn’t get the
conclusion they’d hoped
for. The final haul of their
trip didn’t get off to the
smooth start they’d hoped
for, either.
Opening World Se
ries play against unranked
Kutztown University on
May 23, GVSU struggled
to acclimate to the stagelosing to the Golden Bears
3-1. The Lakers outhit
Kutztown 6-5 as Martin re
corded her 20th home run
of the season, but a couple
of uncharacteristic errors
allowed Kutztown to score
three unearned runs.
“We were a little ner
vous,” Martin said. “I think
the first day we didn’t play
the way we normally play. I
couldn’t really name a rea
son why, but it just kind of
happened—every team h^s
their days.”
The second act, a do
or-die death defying high
dive performance, revived
the Lakers’ collective spir
it and kept their World
Series hopes alive in the
losers bracket.
An 8-4 victory over No.
6 Texas Woman’s Univer
sity was spurred on by a
four-run rally in the top of
the fifth in which Martin
scored junior Briauna Tay
lor and senior Nellie Kosola
on a two-run double before
senior Emily Jones slugged
in a quadruple.
Freshman Sara Andrasik sealed the deal in

. *. • /& ir

the seventh, closing down J
and cleaning up shop af- J
ter entering the game with
no-outs and bases loaded,
•
advancing the Lakers to an!
other elimination face-off.
The evening of May 24
!
saw senior Maggie Kopas )
start the scoring off in the {
Lakers’ second game of the * {
day, this time against No. >{
27 Molloy, homering to
j
left center in the top of the
second. It wasn’t until an
other four-run fifth inning
in which junior Miranda
;
Clearly catapulted a threeJ
run long ball scoring seJ
niors Jones and Martin
J
that the Lakers were able
J
to safely put the Molloy Li
ons Hack in their cage by a
I
5-2 margin.
“We came back yesterday (May 25) and proved
J
we were meant to be here,”
J
Martin said. “We hit, we -J
fielded, we pitched—every;
thing was there.”
For only the second time
*
in school history, GVSU ;•
was one of the final four
!
teams left playing in Divi- •!
sion II collegiate softball.
|
As it’s prone to do, history
was about to repeat itself
j
once more.
A rematch against Kutz•
town unfolded Sunday af
ternoon with a trip to the
title game against No. 19
Central Oklahoma Univer!
sity on the line.
GVSU came out to a 1 -0
!
lead in the first after Kosola
SEE SOFTBALL. A3
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Lockhart captures fifth national title
GV women finish third in
track nationals, while the
men's team takes 27th
BY PETE BARROW
GVL STAFF WRITER

Few athletes are able to finish their
careers on top. But for senior Grand
n Valley State University thrower Sam
Lockhart, there would not be a more
fitting way for her to end her career
m ,r than as one of the most accomplished
field athletes of all-time.
“Samantha Lockhart is a truly excep
* Jli
tional athlete and performer,” said GVSU
distance coach Nick Polk. “She is irre
placeable and invaluable to the team. We
me will challenge an entire team of women
next year to help replace what one athlete
had done for us this weekend.”
For what would be the final time of
her career, Lockhart stepped into the
throwers circle Saturday afternoon
and positioned herself to launch. This
was to be her fifth throw in the shot
put competition, although Lockhart
and the rest of the field could have just
as easily spared themselves a few extra
tosses as any of Lockhart’s five throws
in the event would have won the individual championship.
Uncorking a Neta and Eddie
DeRose Thunderbowl facility record
«• 16.75-meter bomb (54 feet 11.5 inchl* es), just two inches shy of her own
school record, Lockhart concluded
*
her Laker career a champion, a day af’
ter besting the field by over 19-feet in
; • \ the discus with a facility and meet re' * cord throw of 58.08-meters (1907”).
*2
“As I watched her take her last shot
'1 * put in a GV uniform, I got very emo* i* tional knowing I watched one of the
greatest (and most humble) throw}** ’ ers in Division II history finish her
,v-'' career,” said GVSU head coach Jerry
,Jj 1 Baltes. “I am so thankful we had the
opportunity to have her as a part of
m our track and field program/family.”
Lockhart will retire with five in
ti. dividual national titles (three indoor,
two outdoor), 13 career All-American
honors (seven outdoor, six indoor)
T3
and a fistful of records concluding her
four years as a Laker. What she did not
5?
rlt ,r retire with was a fifth team national
title, where she will stand pat at as a
. t member of two outdoor and indoor
(',' team championships apiece.
\,'n< The l^dy, Lakers .finished in third,pla<^,,
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behind the Academy of the Arts and
Johnson ^.' Smitli 'University after tallying 51 points over three days of competition in Pueblo, Colo., putting a succinct,
albeit slightly unsatisfying wrap without
a glossy bow to their 2013 season.
“We are happy with our third place
finish but not content,” Polk said. “The
disappointing part of the meet is not
the overall place, but we definitely had
spots were we just came up short. I’m
sure all of the girls would have liked

COURTESY | Jamie Smith

Strong finish: Senior Sam Lockhart finished her career with national victories.

to perform a little better than they did
across the board and that would have
put us right at the top.”
Accompanying Lockhart on the
All-American honor board, bestowed
upon each top-eight finisher in every
event, on the women’s side were junior
Kristen Hixson, who finished third in
the pole vault after clearing a height of
4.2-meters (13*9.25”); freshman Lau
ra Schroeder and junior Alyssa Zokoe, who finished seventh and eighth,
respectively, in the hammer throw
with matching throws of 55.2-meters
(1817”); junior Courtney Brewis,
who placed seventh in the 10,000-me
ter run with a gusty 36 minute 43.94
second time; junior Hannah Osborn,
who finished sixth in the steeplechase
with a time of 11:03.13; and junior
Kalena Franklin, who contributed
her fourth career All-American per
formance and first in the 100-meter
hurdles, finishing fourth in the field
with a time of 13.62 seconds.
Perhaps more impressive than any
individual performance were the ef
forts of the 4x100 and 4x400-meter
relays, both of which merited AllAmerican recognition and shattered
GVSU school-records.
The 4x100 relay team, composed of
sophomores Carly Scott and Brittney
Banister and juniors Kayla Addison
and Michaela Lewis, finished sixth
with a time of 45.58 seconds while the
4x400 group, which included fresh
man Brittany Terry, sophomores An
drea Kober and Bannister and junior
Franklin, closed out the final event
of the third and final day of competi-

CONTINUED FROM B1

“They are loaded top to bottom with talent, so we knew wed
have our hands full in trying to beat them again Friday? Detillion
said. “We gave it a good run and fell short. To me, year in and
year out, Tampa is the Yankees of Division II.”
GVSU forced the second game with Tampa after it defeated
the team 4-0 on Thursday, May 30, behind an excellent pitch
ing performance from senior Kyle Teague (8-3), who pitched a
complete game while allowing only five hits and four walks, and
striking out eight on 127 pitches.
“I felt good today? Teague said on Thursday. “I felt good
against Minnesota State too, but was just a little more sharp to
day. My change-up was working and I was pitching to contact,
but was able to get the strikeouts when I needed them.”
GVSU recorded three wins in this years national tournament,
which matches the best win total in the national finals in school
history. After a 2-0 tournament opening loss to Minnesota State
University, the Lakers reeled off wins against Shippensburg Uni
versity, Franklin Pierce University and Tampa.
The two teams that GVSU lost to—Minnesota State and
Tampa—played each other for the national championship.
The strong season has already made for high expectations for
next year, where the Lakers will hope to duplicate their success
and then some.
“I think it raises everyone’s expectations and the fact that the
people have been there before and coming back next year,” said
sophomore outfielder Mike Nadratowski. “Their expectations
will be higher and they’ll understand how hard we have to work
to get there. Also, how long of a process it is and just how we have
to stay on top of our game.”
If there were any questions about Detillion’s ability to fill in
for former coach Steve Lyon, he answered them soundly. After
recording one of the best seasons in GVSU baseball history in his
first year, Detillion deflected the praise to his players.
“It doesn’t matter if I’m a player, assistant coach or head
coach—I like to win,” Detillion said. “I’m excited for our guys to
have had a great experience this season. It’s never about a coach
and always about the players, so I’m excited for the program and
both its current and former players who take so much pride in
GVSU and its accomplishments.”

id performances throughout the compe
tition, but struggled in the Colorado thin
air to breath life into a signature, break
out performance. They did, however, re
fuse to leave Pueblo without a couple of
All-Americans to call their own.
Wasting no time, freshman Dar
ien Thornton scored on his first farreaching attempt in the first event of
the competition, the mens hammer
throw, placing third with a launch of
63-meters (206’8”). Sophomore Trent
Chappell finished fifth in the mens
high jump after clearing a height of
2.15 meters (7*0.5”), just 1.5 inches of
his own school record.
Coming in just under the AllAmerican bar were freshman Sean
Wells, who finished 10th in the field
sports@lanthorn.com
despite pacing a new GVSU schoolrecord in the 110-meter hurdles with
a time of 14.08 seconds, sophomore
feels like everything’s against
Bret Myers, who finished ninth in
SOFTBALL
you.”
the pole vault after clearing a height
CONTINUED FROM B1
The Lakers’ historic 2013
of 4.95-meters (16*2.75”) and senior
scored on a wild pitch, but season came to a close with
Matt Armstrong, who finished 10th
the Laker lead was to be short a final record of 46-9, but
in the men’s shot put with a throw of
lived The Golden Bears, who not before they managed to
16.97-meters (55*8.25”).
batted
on the right side of a squeeze in a few last minute
“Our men had some things just
frequently
called pitching in distinctions.
not go our way—we had a handful of
Martin, who wrapped up
fraction against GVSU start
kids just miss making finals or scor
ing pitcher senior Hannah her storied career breaking
ing,” Baltes said. “The altitude was
Santora, who throws with a two more records over the
tough on our distance crew which
distinctive hop, scored multi course of the tournamentwas the first time for all of them com
ple runs in the second, fourth career RBI (240) and walks
peting in.”
her
eight
and fifth innings, cruising to a (112)—giving
Replacing a Sam Lockhart as a
GVSU
career
records
in
to
7-2
victory.
teammate, a competitor and as an en
tal,
was
named
to
the
2013
“We
ran
into
some
umpire
tity will be a near impossible task.
situations we hadn’t had all All-Tournament Team with
What has distinguished GVSU as
year,”
said GVSU head coach senior teammate Kayleigh
one of the top athletic institutions in
Doc Woods. “They called ille Bertram and to the Daktronthe nation, however, is its consum
gal pitches on Hannah (Spm ics All-American first team
mate ability tQ^nQYeqou.to .the next o
tora) that she had not been for the second time in her ca
fr°f?m
‘‘me otjfeii-48- •. ,$qas,9n. With yoypg,jaknt wiring in
>1*' taflteti’ bn ail year, at least four reer, as Kosola arid Andrasik
We always feel if we make the the wings and models like Lockhart
or five, and it always seemed earned Dakronics All-Amer
meet, we will do well and this was a and the rest of the senior class to ex
to be when an out was called. ican honorable mention lau
great weekend for our relays,” Baltes emplify, there’s no telling to what lofty
That really hurt us big time. rels.
said. “This was the first time in many reaches the next crop of GVSU ath
It’s never easy
Runners move
years that our women made the 4x100 letic fables might climb.
pulling
in from
up,
batter
goes
“We were pleased and proud of
and the first time we ever scored. Its
the
end
of the
back
We’re
not
how
our
kids
competed,
but
are
con
always great to end the season on a
road, but in softallowed to talk
fident our returners will come back
high note, as both squads did.”
about umpires 1 h0t6 tO bl01716 it ball as in life, it’s
The GVSU men, who only managed hungry to compete at an even higher
to net 10 total points and finished the level come next year,” Baltes said.
and aii that but
that
situation
7
3
mngs played in
pbarrows@lanthorn.com
meet in 27th place, displayed several sol
threw us sort of
between—not
the ultimate ar
an unplayable
rival—that holds
lie.”
value. And what
The
rules
US.
a trip it’s been
state that a
for the Lakers,
pitchers pivot
who concluded
foot must begin
their
journey
in contact with KATIE MARTIN
SENIOR INFIELDER
the No. 3 team
the
pitcher’s
in the nation,
plate and must
runners-up to
remain in con
tact with the ground and the eventual runners-up
drag until the non-pivot foot Kutztown Golden Bears, who
touches the ground The ex lost to Central Oklahoma 5-2
ecution of the call, however, in the World Series champi
couldn’t have come at a more onship. Using a record book
inopportune time for the as a makeshift scrapbook, the
2013 season that was won’t
Lakers.
“Some of the games I feel soon be forgotten.
“It’s been a great season,”
like we game them 25 outs,”
Martin said. “They’d get an Woods said. “Anytime you can
extra four outs because some win a Regional, Super Region
one would hit the ball in the al and go to the college World
air, we’d catch it—that’s an Series—only eight teams in
out usually—but they’d call Division II out of about 300
an illegal pitch. Why they de that play softball get a chance
/
finest propane
cided to call it this weekend to get here—that’s pretty dam
and not the whole season, I good. Any time you end on a
don’t know. I hate to blame it loss, you have a down feeling,
on anything, but I think the but I think that will leave and
umps really affected us. Once I think especially the seniors
you get down, you’re out and will reflect back on the mem
it’s really tough to pick your ories of what an excellent year
self back up after that. It just it was.”

ii

on anything, but the triP'the
I think the umps
really affected
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Women Varsity 4 teams all
took home points to help out
the Laker cause.
“Our results this past week
end really demonstrates the
focus and attention all of our
teams and pairs have had this
season,” Men’s Novice coach
Hugh Me Keegan said. “Hope
fully this will carry over onto
the summer where our hard
work will continue into next
season”
With the continued suc
cess, there is added pressure

for further growth and im
provement. All of this is some
thing that Bancheri is ready to
embrace.
“After accomplishing so
much this past six years, it
gets harder and harder as the
added expectations come
with the continued success,”
he said. “I think we are all
ready to embrace that and
we are excited to further put
GVSU on the map. It’s re
ally our goal to make Grand
Valley a household name
in the rowing community’’

tbaker@lanthorn.com
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FINNERTY
CONTINUED FROM A1

program, to join au
thorities in an effort to
find Finnerty.
Tim Nott, associate ath
letic director at GVSU, said
he believes that decision was
a just natural reaction.
“When you’re part of a
close-knit unit like a foot
ball team, and the history
this program has built over
the years, it wouldn’t mat
ter if it was Cullen,” Nott
said. “It wouldn’t matter if
it was a guy that didn’t re
ally see the field. The foot
ball alums are a very closeknit group (and) they take
care of each other.”

Individuals from the
search-crew included for
mer players from every de
cade since GVSU has had a
football program.
“There were guys that
played on the first team
that were up there looking,”
Nott said.
Nott was in South Caro
lina May 27 with the GVSU
baseball team and didn’t
know what to think when he
heard Finnerty was missing.
“Initially you’re hop
ing he just got lost, or his
boat broke down,” he said.
“You’re hoping he’s doing
the right things for survival
in the wilderness...(but) af
ter 24 hours you start to re
ally worry.”

Nott remained in touch
with members of the football
team and staff as they updat
ed him on the progression of
the search and the finding of
the body.
“Obviously you’re heart
broken for the family, the
wife and kids,” he said.
The ‘Legend’
On the field, Finnerty
was a great leader and one of
the fiercest competitors Nott
has seen in sports, and off
the field he was a good kid.
“He was a normal college
student who liked to have
fun,” Nott said. “He liked
hanging out with friends.
He went to college with a
good group of guys that re
mained close.”

your heart doesn’t know
how to receive it.”
Many people described
Finnerty as having a great per
sonality with an easy laugh.
Blake Smolen, former
wide receiver for GVSU,
said Finnerty threw him his
first touchdown.
“He’s going to live here at
Grand Valley forever,” Smo
len said. “The guy is a legend,
you can’t say anything else.
The stuff he did here is just,
I mean, it hasn’t been done
anywhere else in the coun
try at any level. I don’t care
what you say—the guy—he’s
a legend.”
Bill Brechin, current
GVSU
wide
receivers
coach, was also a teammate

Brad Iciek, former quar
terback for GVSU who knew
Finnerty and was involved
in the search, said it was like
going on a mission.
“You’re a team, you’re
still a team, you’re always
a team,” Iciek said. “Once a
Laker, always a Laker. And
that’s how it was. We had
no doubt in our mind that
we were going to find him,
and we were going to stay up
there until we did.”
Curt Anes, another for
mer Laker quarterback, said
he last saw Finnerty at a
football game last year.
“Leaving a family father
less,” Anes said. “That’s what
rips me up... It’s so surreal.
Your mind knows it, but

of Finnerty.
“Had he not won three
championships, had he
not had the success that
he had on the field, we
still would have all come
together and looked for
him,” Brechin said. “This
was above football. This
was above anything that
the football program has
done. This was about Cul
len Finnerty and the per
son he was.”
Specific plans for hon
oring Finnerty’s memory
haven’t been formalized yet,
but there will likely be dis
cussions, Nott said. For now,
they just want to give the
family some time.

rjarvi@lanthorn.com
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Cunningham
represents Laker
golf at nationals
BY TATE BAKER

“When I look back at
this tournament in particu
The Grand Valley State lar, I won’t really look into
University golf team had my placing all that much,”
the opportunity to be rep he said.. “The experience
resented at the 2013 NCAA I gained from being able
Division II National Cham to partake in this event is
pionships when junior Chris what I will really take out
Cunningham took the stage of this. Hopefully I can
at the individual tourna pass it on to my teammates
ment, where he finished and lead the way into next
season as well.”
44th overall.
Although these were
“It was a great opportu
nity for not only me but for not his best rounds, Cun
Grand Valley as well,” Cun ningham did his part in
ningham said. “It was unlike representing GVSU at the
any tournament I’ve played national championships—
in before. Getting experi with hopes that he won’t be
ence at such a big event will the only one back next year.
“When you look at what
definitely benefit me down
Chris has been
the road.”
able to accom
Hershey,
plish, it some
Pa., was the
what drives the
site of the na
rest of the team
tional champi
to do the same,”
onships, which
sophomore Jack
offered Cun
Rider said. “It
ningham
the
was
great for
biggest stage
,
,
„,,br tea..played WaTCneg. ;
Grand
Valley to
1
be represented
on to date.
at the national
“Everychampionships.
where
you
Hopefully we
look, there was
can send the
people,” Cun CHRIS CUNNINGHAM
whole
team
ningham said. JUNIOR GOLFER
next season.”
“It
seemed
It was a bit
like my every
ter
sweet
moment
for Cun
shot was being watched. It
ningham
during
the
national
was a unique feeling, that’s
championships, as the rest of
for sure.”
.
Cunningham started off the Laker golf team missed
the tournament with an the trip by only a few shots.
opening round of 76 (5). Cunningham hopes that his
The second day provided performance to get to the
little change as he shot a national championships will
drive not only him, but the
74(3).
“I could have played rest of the team to do the
much better,” he said. “Def same next season.
“I know that Chris really
initely wish I could have
some shots go the other wanted all of us to be there
way. At the end of the day competing with him and we
I went out to play my best, also wanted to be there as
and sometimes that’s all you well,” Rider said. “I think
that this will only push us
can really ask for.”
Cunningham finished up and motivate us even more
the tournament with a final to get to that stage. “It’s a
round of 78 (7) to put him common goal we have all
at 228 (15) overall. His final shared and I think it’s about
score led him to finish tied time we accomplish it.”
tbaker@lanthorn.com
at 44th overall.
GVL STAFF WRITER

It seemed like
my every shot
was being
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Playing fair: Members from sports across the Laker athletic program stood united for the You Can Play Project aimed to

support athletes who identify as part of the LGBT community. GVSU is the first Division II school to participate.

Lakers support LGBT athletes
GVSU becomes first Dll
school to join You Can Play

topher, an openly gay athlete, has mitment to the team, and our univer
noticed GVSU is an accepting com sity. If you can play, you can play.”
The You Can Play Project be
munity when it comes to gay ath
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
letes. Christopher was immediately gan March 14, 2012, after the group
GVL SPORTS EDITOR
embraced by her softball teammates launched a video centered on the slo
A month ago, it was Jason Collins when she broke the news to them.
gan, “If you can play, you can play,”
who made waves by coming out as
“I came to Grand Valley as a the same message used in the GVSU
the first openly gay active male in a “ transfer and I joined* the team two 4 ‘video. GVSU'4i$1the*fif$t* Division II
major U.Svprofessional team sport. , years ago ” Christopher said, “I was school to joia the organization.
Now, Grand Valley State Univer dating my girlfriend at the time and
“I think it’s cool for Grand Val
sity is making its support for gay ath so I came here already in a relation ley to be the first Division II school
letes known by becoming a member ship and I knew that when I came to do that,” Showerman said. “I think
of the You Can Play Project, whose here—unlike at past schools I’ve it says a lot about our school and our
mission is to “ensure equality, respect, been at—I just wanted to be my athletics program and how we’re not
and safety for all athletes, without re self and no matter what happened, I afraid to take a stand and be who we
gard to sexual orientation.”
knew that I owed it to myself to do are. I think it’s a positive step for our
Joe Miller, an intern for the LGBT that. As soon as I told everyone on athletics program and says a lot about
Center, approached the athletes at a the team, they were just so accepting our school in general.”
Student-Athlete Advisor Committee and embraced us. Now they’re some
With more professional athletes
meeting with the idea to join the ini of my best friends and I tell them ev coming out and organizations like
tiative and make a video proclaiming erything. It’s awesome.”
the You Can Play Project coming
their support.
The GVSU student-athletes who to fruition, gay rights gamers more
“He asked if we wanted to be in appear in the video besides Shower- support—something Christopher is
volved and everyone seemed to be man and Christopher include Ste excited to see.
on board for it,” said junior cross phen Fuelling (track); Dani Crandall,
“I think that especially in the past
country runner Brent Showerman. Alex Stelfox and Briauna Taylor few years, people have become much
“I think anytime you’re working to (women’s basketball); Derek Mead more accepting of it and I know I re
make your school and community (men’s swimming); Jasmine Ramahi ally appreciate it that and I think ev
more inclusive—equal opportunity (women’s diving); and Alyssa Shar- eryone in the gay community does as
for everybody—I think that’s re rad (women’s softball).
well,” Christopher said. Hopefully,
ally important.”
“Here at Grand Valley athletics, eventually, we see no hate in the world
The mission statement goes onto we are committed to supporting all or on any campuses, and I think we’re
say “You Can Play works to guaran of our student-athletes, including our definitely moving towards that. With
tee that athletes are given a fair op lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgen every person that comes and supports
portunity to compete, judged by other der student-athletes,” said Athletic the You Can Play Project and sup
athletes and fans alike, only by what Director Tim Selgo in the video. “At ports the LGBT Resource Center—I
they contribute to their sport or their GVSU, you are not judged on your just think it’s awesome and totally
team’s success.”
sexual orientation, gender identity, or worth it.”
Senior softball player KC Chris expression, but rather on your com
sports@lanthorn.com
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93.7 hosts Birthday Bash
Country artists to take over US 131 Motor Speedway for the 21st celebration
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
GVL STAFF WRITER

Its off to the races, but
instead of reeving engines
reaching the fans ears, the
familiar notes of coun
try artists will boom from
speakers. B-93.7FM will
transform US 131 Motor
Speedway on June 8 and 9
irtto a two-day music festival
featuring 12 musicians.
'rWhat is now called
“Birthday Bash” was ini
tiated by B-93.7FM 21
years ago, and since then,
country musicians such as
Tim McGraw, Trisha Yearwood, Alabama, Martina
McBride and Rascal Flatts
have headlined the stages.
'Taking the stage this
year are Hunter Hayes,
Billy Currington, Gary Al
len, Uncle Kracker, Randy
Houser, Tyler Farr, Rachel
Farley, Lee Brice, Kacey
Musgraves, The Henningsans, Charlie Worshams
and Florida Georgia Line.
The radio station set up
tdnts all around southwest
Michigan to give away free
titfgets to the fans, who
vwe allowed up to four
tipcets every time they
touted in line and, with
ac)>urchase of B-93.7FM
tfrchandise,
received
$>*re tickets.
^Taking time off from
tlfpDirt Road Diaries Tour
Luke Bryan, Florida
G^>rgia Line will perform
Ji£|e 9. The country duo
b|fcan in the fall 2009, said
ifmber Brian Kelley.
5*We [Kelley and Tyler

COURTESY | Adam Taylor

Play something country: Florida Georgia Line will join a number of country artists to perform at the 21st annual Birthday Bash on US 131 Motor Speedway.
B-93.7FM will host Hunter Hayes, Billy Currington, Uncle Kracker and many more during the June 8-9 festival.

2009 and, you know, we kept
writing and kept playing
anywhere that would have
us, and yeah that is kind of
how we got our start.”
Florida Georgia Line
jbard] had mutual friend released its newest album
lashvilie and we kind of “Here’s to the Good Times”
-it off creatively,” Kelley in December.
4We had something
The duo’s single “Cruise”
social. We began to write has sat in the top ten sell
StgtitagethMHtfMifMjaMMMU ing songa fog
past 14»i
first tyme in the fall of weeks. Recently Kelley and t

■& E

Hubbard went back to the
studio to remix “Cruise”
with hip-hop artist Nelly.
The album is for the
fans, Kelley said. By tak
ing experiences from their
lives and experiences that a
lot of their fans can relate
to, they create their songs.
“People love to party,”
Kelley said. “We just want
ed to creatiNMMtftiBK that
was fun,

know is where our lives are
at right now and we are hav
ing so many good times and
working hard and you know
work hard, play hard kind of
mentality and reminiscing
and good times with friends
and family and cold beer, so
we just wanted to put out an
album that expressed our
lives. Our fans are a lot like
us so thty.kiaUo party and
crank thrtlflMtat

This festival provides
the opportunity for Florida
Georgia Line to perform
alongside other musicians,
and they look forward to
it, Kelley said.
“We are friends with
a lot of other artists and
making friends with other
ones, too,” he said. “We
love when there are festi
vals and other artists hang
ing out. We always try t<y

hang out with everybody
and have a good time and
you know hopefully col
laborate one day and write
a song or something.”
B-93.7FM will con
tinue to sell tickets up
until the event. For more
information on the fes
tival visit www.b93.com/
pages/birthday-bash-21//.
spendowski(a)lanthorn.com

GR restaurants host Dishcrawl

1RIEFS
MEIJER GIVES THE GIFT OF FREE GRAM ADMISSION
Meijer has given the public the gift of free admission to the
Grand Rapids Art Museum every Tuesday for the next two
years. On "Meijer Free Tuesdays," visitors will be able to
explore the galleries and make the most of tours and other
programs at the museum. Volunteer educator-led tours will
by offered on select Tuesday afternoons. Summer exhibi
tions include The Jansma Print Collection: Five Centuries of
Masterpieces,The Improvisational Quilts of Susana Allen
HUnter, Heather McGill: Oblique Angle, and GRAM Selects
A|frize 2012: Encore. Regular admission to the GRAM is
person or free for members and children five and
with the exception of special exhibitions. For more
information, check out www.artmuseumgr.org.

ERNATI0NAL TRUMPET GUILD BRINGS
AND CLASSICS TO GRAND RAPIDS
rcjd Valley State University is sponsoring the 38th Annual
ference of the International Trumpet Guild from June 11iuring the five days, more than 50 musical artists and
: Renters will perform classical and jazz shows in Grand
Rapids. Classes and Lectures will be offered for educatqrs and trumpeters of all ages. Performers include Arturo
Sandoval, Jens Lindemann, Rex Richardson, Bill Lucas,

Sro®***

Afiam Rapa, Allen Vizzutti, Grand Rapids natives Brandon
a^d Rich Ridenour and many more.TheTrumpet Guild will
alfeo be sponsoring several competitions and contests with
monetary prizes. All concerts are open to the public, and
tickets range from $10-40.
i

Music makes its way back into artprize
St. Cecilia Music Center will be awarding five $2,000 music
ptizes at ArtPrize 2013— pop/electronic, rock/blues, folJV
country, jazz and classical. Musicians will have scheduled
shows at various performance areas, and based on time
availability, contestants will be able to showcase their
nymber and perform on several occasions. Opportunities to
perform at St Cecilia Music Center and on WoodTV 8 will
alfco be available.There will be listening stations through
out ArtPrize for visitors to listen and vote for the featured
adtists.The deadline to register is June 6. For more informa
tion or to enter, go to www.artprize.org.
I

NEWT GINGRICH COMES TO GRAND RAPIDS
Presidential candidate Newt Gingrich will speak at DeV^>s Performance Hall on June 28 at 7:30 p.m.The former
Speaker of the House andTime Magazine's Man of the Year
wjll be uncensored and leave nothing unanswered. He will
ai^aze, challenge and move the audience with an evening
ot conversation and discussion. Tickets for the event range
frfim $45-200, the VIP including a meet and greet after the
show, plus a photo with Gingrich. For more information,
check out www.devosperformancehall.com.

COURTESY | Amy Baird

Taste of GR: Local chefs and restaurant owners will have the chance to interact with patrons at the June 11 Dishcrawl.
BY KARI NORTON
GVL A&E EDITOR

Grand Valley State Uni
versity Alumna Amy Baird
was browsing job websites
when she happened upon a
posting to be an ambassador
for Dishcrawl. The company
that began in San Jose, CA
sets up restaurant crawls
in cities around the United
States and Canada.
On June 11 at 7 p.m., the
very first Dishcrawl Grand
Rapids will take place. Rain
or shine, participants will
get the chance to tour four
restaurants on foot.
“At each restaurant, we’ll
be having a trio dish, sam
pling three of the individual
restaurant’s signature dish
es,” Baird said. “The chef as
well as a manager will be
available to introduce the
restaurant as well as what is

special about the dishes.”
Appetizers will most like
ly be served at the first res
taurant, main courses at the
middle two, and dessert at
the last, Baird said. Vegetar
ian options will be available,
and although alcoholic bev
erages are not included in
the ticket price, some of the
restaurants may have drink
specials or pairings.
To keep people guessing,
the names of the restaurants
will remain secret until the
event. Until that point, Baird
will be leaking clues via twit
ter, com/dishcr awlggr and
facebook.com/dishcrawlgrandrapids.
“It’s a great opportunity
for people who normally
don’t dine downtown or
don’t know where to go,”
Baird said. “They can grab
a friend or their significant

«

other to come with and en
joy great food made right
here in Grand Rapids.”
Because people do not
usually get the chance to
meet the owners and chefs
of restaurants, the event
also has potential to be a
good networking opportu
nity, she said.
For Baird, it was her
love of food and living in
Grand Rapids that drew
her to the company.
“I’m the type of person
who loves to have great
conversations with my
friends over a plate of de
licious food and drinks. I
take the expression ‘eat,
drink, and be merry’ very
literally,” she said. “I fell in
love with the city and all
the restaurants and bars.”
With the Grand Rapids
Local First movement, a

lot of the restaurants take
pride in serving local foods
and supporting other local
businesses.
“It’s been a great privi
lege to see how far the lo
cal businesses have come
since I started college,”
Baird said. “Dishcrawl is
all about supporting com
munity and local business
es and most importantly
just having fun and getting
to know people through
the restaurant scene. I love
what they’re all about.”
This is the first and
only Dishcrawl event in
Grand Rapids. Based on
popularity, there may be
more set up in the fu
ture. To purchase tick
ets, go to www.dishcrawl.
com/grandrapidsmi.

arts@lanthorn.
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GOING BLONDE

Latara Appleby / MLive.com | Courtesy

Pretty In pink: Breighanna Minnema, who plays Elle Woods in the stage production of Legally Blonde

hosted at the Civic Theatre, has been met with rave reviews.

GV students in Legally Blonde
BY BECKY SPAULDING &
MARY MATTINGLY
GVL STAFF

Get ready to go blonde—Legally Blonde
the Musical opens May 31 at the Grand Rap
ids Civic Theatre and will run through June
16. This is the first time the musical will run
on the Civic’s stage and, even better, features
three Grand Valley State University students
in prominent roles.
“I fell in love with Legally Blonde in
high school when I went to see the musical

at the Wharton Center,” said Katie Tamayo,
one of the student performers. “Since see
ing it, I have always wanted to perform in
the show.”
The musical, which brings Elle Woods
law school saga to life, has been in the works
for the past month and a half. Enduring late
night rehearsals, long hours and intense cho
reography lessons, Tamayo, Molly Jones and
Caitlin Cusack are ready for opening night.
Tamayo and Jones play Elies sorority sisters
Pilar and Margot, respectively, while Cu
sack plays several roles, including the court
stenographer and part of the Greek chorus.

Acting in community productions such as Court Stenographer.”
Legally Blonde the Musical stands out
this is a strong introduction to the world of
from other modern shows due to its familfik
performing professionally.
Both Tamayo and Cusack have extensive story and catchy soundtrack.
“Legally Blonde is different from any oth*
performance credits on the GV$U stage.
This past school year, both were cast in The er show I’ve done because it is so high
Threepenny Opera and The Good Person of ergy,” Cusack said. “No matter how tired hr
Setzuan. Jones also has performance expe .crabby I am before I get on stage in this show,
rience both in Chicago and in Grand Rap the moment the drums and music starts for^
ids. Some of her past local theatre credits the opening number, I have no choice but to*
include Let It Be at the Circle Theatre and get excited.”
The experience of being a part of this miM
Reefer Madness, in which she played Mary
Lane. While this is Tamayo and Jones de sical has been rewarding, both through pe^
buts on the Civic Theatre stage, Cusack is formance and through new friendships.
“Our entire cast is fantastic because.pfj
returning after playing Vibrata in last years
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to how positive everyone is,” Cusack said. uIV$r
truly amazing to be a part of such a kind**
the Forum.
“I was impressed then with the quality of fun-loving, friendly cast. Our relationships
production,” Cusack said of her experience off stage surely lend for a better performance*
in Forum. “(I) continue to be impressed on stage.”
*itj
Tamayo agreed. “The cast of Legally
with the phenomenal costumes, sets, cast
Blonde is phenomenal,” she said. “We haye-j
and crew members in Legally Blonde.”
Legally Blonde has proven to be unlike all meshed so incredibly well. Within a weekrl
any other show the actresses have been a or so everyone was hanging out outside.of
rehearsals. We have all definitely grown Id"
part of.
“Each scene moves seamlessly into the love each other like a family and that pot-.*
other, meaning quicker and more subtle set trays well on stage.”
The show has been a good experience fo$->
changes and a tight time schedule,” Cusack
said. “Because of this, a lot of actors have to the actresses who want to perform profe$' f
help on moving sets. Its only stressful when sionally. While Jones, who took a few year#*/
I have quick changes. For instance, I have to off after high school to participate in Chica*4
change from a Harvard law student to a Del go’s community theatre scene, is now workup
ta Nu Greek Chorus girl in under a minute.” ing toward a career in occupational therapy,
The characters are also decidedly mod Tamayo and Cusack both hope to pursue^
ern and varied. The actresses play every careers in the performance field. This expe»>
role from silly sorority sister to serious rience is only a stepping stone.
r?»*
“I am truly honored and blessed to be,tf-i
law student.
• i-q
“[Pilar] is one of Elies three best part of this production,” Tamayo said.
For more information about shoyK
friends,” Tamayo said. “Pilar is the sassy
times and to purchase tickets, visit th#.*
one of the bunch.”
Cusack has many characters to explore, Civic Theatre’s website at http://www.grotr*«:
playing “a Delta Nu girl, part of the Greek org/index.html.
lakerlife^lanthorn.com. *
Chorus, a Harvard law student and the

GV musicians represent at Festival of the Arts
BY MARY MATTINGLY
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR

This year marks the 44th
annual Festival of the Arts,
and Grand Valley State Uni
versity is represented in a big
way. Amidst the many musi
cal acts, several GVSU stu
dents, alumni and faculty will
perform in one of the longestrunning festivals in the state.
“We are always excited
to play at GRFOTA be
cause it’s one of the rare
opportunities where art
can just be art for art’s
sake,” Frank Nawrot, re
cent GVSU alumnas and
member of Grand Rapids
outfit, Absinthe, said. “We
aren’t getting paid (and)
no one is paying to see us.
It’s very liberating.”
This year’s festival takes
place June 7-9 in downtown
Grand Rapids, and it cel
ebrates the community and
features family-oriented en
tertainment and activities.
Among the many musical acts
performing are GVSUs own
Frank Nawrot, Jeremy Verwys, Kyle Thompson and fac
ulty member Robert Byrens.
This is not the first time
some of these musicians
have played the festival.
“We’ve played there for the
past four years,” Nawrot said.
The rock band Absinthe
is featured on Saturday af
ternoon on the City Stage.
Nawrot, the band’s singer and
lead guitarist, graduated from
GVSU this spring. He will be
attending Central Michigan
University in the fall for his
masters in composition.
“My dream would be to

make all my living composing
music,” Nawrot said.
Absinthe, billed as “Amish,
industrial, hardcore folk,”
hopes to bring a lot of energy
to its performance, and in the
process, inspire the audience.
“You can expect us to play
music we like to playT Nawrot
said before the performance.
“And we are not any special
kind of humans, so it’s likely
that you’ll like it, too. Hope
fully we move some people
to dance or to cry or to laugh.
Whatever. To be moving in
son}?, manner is a
gp^I,
think, though”,
tI/0 jmi
Classical music also has
its say at the festival. Robert
Kedron Rodes | Courtesy
Byrens, a vocal coach/accom
panist at GVSU and affiliate Taking the stage: Student Jeremy Verwys will perform at the
professor of music, accompa GRAM. Verwys is a familiar face in the local music scene.
“This year is especially
nies vocalist Don Sikkema, a pieces from the Cuban com
GVSU alumnus, in a recital poser Leo Brouwer as well as exciting because on Satur
that features English, German Brazilian composer Heitor day some of my students
and French art songs. The re Villa-Lobos,” Verwys said be will be performing as well,”
cital takes place at the Grand fore the performance. “Pos Verwys said. “I am always
sibly some selections from J.S. very excited to share music
Rapids Art Museum.
with others in any situation
Guitar
performance Badi’s Lute Suite No. 3.”
While Nawrot and Verwys and now I get to watch as
majors Jeremy Verwys and
Kyle Thompson also take are both used to performing some of my students get to
the stage at the GRAM. classical compositions as a part experience that as well.”
The musicians have also
Like Nawrot, Verwys has of the curriculum at GVSU,
previous experience at the both have experience playing been able to apply the les
festival, having performed and entertaining in the Grand sons learned at GVSU and
Rapids, alternative music from their own experiences
for the past three years.
“I try to play every year scene. While studying classical to their playing.
“Everything musical I
whether as a formal per guitar, Nawrot has also played
formance or maybe as a with Absinthe, which recently learn, no matter if it is at
part of an exhibit,” Verwys completed recording a four- school or from a friend, I ap
said. “This year is the first song E.P. Verwys, meanwhile, ply to all the music I write,”
year I will be playing Fri has kept busy with his punk Nawrot said.
The Festival of the Arts cel
band, Cain Marko, which re
day [through] Sunday.”
While Absinthe entertains cently released an L.P. this past ebrates the spirit that is Grand
with its original, rock-oriented fall. As well as being perform Rapids while providing a per
compositions, Verwys sticks ers, both musicians are also formance platform for stu
educators. Nawrot and Ver dents to showcase their talents.
to the classical tradition.
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
“I plan on playing selected wys teach private lessons.
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Announcements
FOOD PLAN

! Ready for Fall? Sign up for
your Fall Meal Plan at
www. G VSU Food. com
Eating made easy.
• i.
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Housing
HOUSING
2 friendly female roommates
looking for a responsible 3rd
in Copper Beech for fall
2013. Lease starts early
June. You get your own
bathroom and bedroom.
$427 (with water) a month
plus heat/electric 3.5 bath
fully furnished with washer &
dryer.

• Come watch the Whitecaps
! play ball this Thursday, June
6 at 7 pm for College Night.
I $5 tickets, $1 Hot Dogs, &
, more! Visit WhitecapsBaseHOUSING
; ball.com or call 616.784.4131 Make 48West your home
, for more
next year! Amenities include
• information. Gates open at 6 individual leases, large spa
; pm.
cious units, free tanning, on
site bus stop, select pet
friendly units, free cable +
For Sale
wifi, freedom to decorate and
paint room, full size washer
'»:
and dryer, 24/7 full equipped
I FOR SALE
game room,
Moving downtown? Need
24/7
private theatre,
furniture?! A matching couch
24/7
fitness
cent, and 20 per
and love seat as well as a
dresser set (wooden dresser, son hot tub with lounge area,
grill, bonfire pit, outdoor TVs,
matching vanity with mirror)
are for sale! Prices are nego and ping pong.
tiable :) Please contact Kate Visit 48west.com for more
information!
at 734-642-7618

SUBLEASERS
Looking for 2 subleasers for
a 2bed/2.5bath Copper
Beech townhouse. $492 in
cluding internet, basic ex
tended cable, and water.
(?34J_352 1456

HOUSING
1 am subleasing the larger of
2 rooms in a 2 bed/2.5 bath
townhouse in Copper Beech!
Apartment is available
August 2 and runs though
August 4 2014. NEGOTIABLE/$492 a month, with
$20-$30 utilities. Ask about
first month rent free! Please
email/text if you are inter
ested!
sumpterm@mail.gvsu.edu

ROOMMATES
Looking for 1 -2 more
roommates for Ramblewood
Apartments in Grandville,
close to Rivertown Mall.
Lease starts August 13 and
is 285 per month utilities.
AMAZING amenities and
HUGE apartment. Email me
or call/text at 231-838-3759!!

SUBLEASER
Subleaser needed! 48 west
through July. Top floor, pri
vate bathroom, bay window
$470/month female only call
Sam at 586-556-2624

HOUSING AVAILABLE
Do you still need a place to
live this Fall? Spaces still
available at Campus View
Apartments and Townhomes.
HOUSING
University Townhouses has 2 8 Floorplan options, exclu
& 4 bedroom units & a variety sive shuttle bus, pool & hot
of homestyles. We guarantee tub, fitness center, great .
rates, and flexible leases.
the lowest rates per person.
Visit
Free parking, free laundry,
and free heat. Visit GVTown- CampusViewHousing.com or
call 616.895.6678 to
Houses.com for more infor
schedule your tour today!
mation.
734 352 1456

SUBLEASER
One Female Subleaser
Needed for 2013/2014
school year! We are all super
friendly girls!
At Copper Beech Townhouses. Furnished with 4BR
and 4.5Bath! Rent is $412.
Contact Maire at Burnsmai10@amail.com or
231.649.0057 (call/text)

Super Crossword
ACROSS
1 Examine by
- touching, as
~
for medical
1
diagnosis
“ 8 Florida
resort port
13 Assemble
' again
^20 New York
“•
Indians
21 Like a vinew
covered wall
22 Top celeb
?3 What an
ivory tickler's
hands are
- ~ on
. 25 Kind of
onion
26 — Reader
(bimonthly
m digest)
-27 Blokes
•28 Jolly Roger
30 Bamboo<c' eating cutie
34 Domination,
'-*■ in slang
35 Hi----36 Gene
splicing need
37 Army meal
u
buddy
,43 Siren»
sounding
vehicle
, 50 Politico
Ross
' 51 Shows at
tthe Met

52
53
54
55
56
59
60
62
64
65

67
71
75
77
78
80
81
86
88
90
91
93
94

95
98

Actor Mickey
“Dallas" wife
Flax fabric
FedEx or fax
World Cup
bouncer
Cookout
pest
Query
In the past
Actor Ethan
With 40Down,
highway
snooze site
Orca
Talks to a
beat
Port near
Nazareth
Connection
“For” vote
Prohibition
Chaplin
movie, e.g.
Cato’s 559
— Magli
(shoe brand)
Inflammation
of the ear
Stella —
(lager brand)
Liquor lover
—’s razor
(“keep it
simple”
maxim)
Cryptogram
alternative
Synonym
books

100 Scale notes
6 “And we ll —
101 Charged bit
a cup o’
102 Rouse
kindness yet
104Pet that
...”: Burns
7 WNW
looks like
it’s wearing
opposite
a mask
8 Italian river
110 Often9 Bard of —
twisted treat 10 Hamm with
115 Author Rand
a 56-Across
116 City in
11 Suspects’
Colombia
humiliating
117 Breakwater
escorts
embankment 12 Include as a
118 Descriptive
bonus
13 Devastating
of 10
answers in
damage
this puzzle
doer.
123 Vienna-born 14 High classes
photog
15 — one’s
rapher
time
Model
16 Flyboys’ org.
124 “— you!”
17
never fly"
(cry of
18 Twin of
challenge)
Luke
125 Longing
Skywalker
person
19 Lag behind
126 Marital state 24 Sumac from
127 Campfire
Peru
residue
29 “— Lama
Ding Dong”
128 Professions
31 Secret
DOWN
things
32 They sting
High fly
33 Psychic “gift”
ball
Baker of
34 — about
(close to)
soul
“Blue” singer 36 Hard laborer
Rimes
38 Kindle
Longed
39 Person in
Kerfuffle
the club

40 See 65Across
41 Parkway fee
42 And the like:
Abbr.
43 Arctic
44 Offer views
45 Pre-Easter
times
46 State of rage
47 “Right you

!"

—

48 Concerning
musical pitch
49 Corp.
kingpin
53 Fly-catching
bird
55 Light boat
57 Third of a
dance move
58 Flower part
made up of
sepals
61 Comedy bits
63 Meal crumb
66 Letters
before iotas
68 Chou En- —
69 Surviving
wives
70 Sun: Prefix
72 Activity-filled
73 Comic strip
segment
74 Sleep loudly
76 Life principle
79 Teem (with)
81 Flue buildup
82 Have a yen
83 Pet pests

84 China’s —
-tzu
85 Famous
Amos rival
87 Loc. of 75Across
89 Peri’s role
on “Frasier”
92 Bygone ruler
93 Fraternal
lodge org.
95 Some
Louisianans
96 Jeopardy
97 Ten, in Dijon
99 Letter
shaped
fasteners
103 Leg bone
104 Small kids
105 A, in Spain
106 Earthy hue,
to a Brit
107 "Alfie” star
Michael
108 Adjust
109 Theater
rows
110 Norwegian
capital
111 Bridle part
112 Soothe
113 Actor Wilson
114 Oscar
winner
Blanchett
115 Four roods
119 Jacuzzi sigh
120 TriBeCa site
121 Narcs’ agcy.
122 Do battle

ApitfirruM w.
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IN NEED OF SUBLEASER!!
room in mystic woods T2
available June and July!
Needing to move out soon,
male or female welcome!
Other roommates will be
gone this summer! Can ne
gotiate on rent.
holtly@mail.avsu.edu (Lyndsey)

.

Follow

ROOMS AVAILABLE
Meadows Crossing has
bedrooms still available still
for 2013-2014.
Take the tour at
MeadowsCrossinq.net

BRAIN BUSTERS
NOTHING IN
BETWEEN
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Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
8
5

9
7

2
4

3
3

1
8

2

8

7

9

9

1

6

6

1

2

8
1

6
8

3
6

2

4

7

5

Place a number In the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

★ Moderate
★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
© 2013 King Features Synd., Inc.

HOCUS-FOCUS

BY
HENRY BOLTINOFF

SCRAMBLERS
Un«<nmbl« th«
within wch rtclanflt to form foui ordinary word*. Than
raarranea tha boaad Iattar* to form tha myttary word, whlxh will com plat a tha gagl
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BLAME
Confuaa

BLAFFE
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Joyful
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DETALE
Mlngla

BENICOM
"I'm sorry, w« can't sarva
In tha nonsmoking saction I"
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TODAY'S WORD
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CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EYES? There are at least six differ
ences in drawing details between top and bottom panels How
quickly can you find them? Check answers with those below
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